
 

	

	

	

Resource:	

RDA	Elements	
	

Cataloguing will be done in the usual manner as well as paying special attention to the 
following-- 
 
LEADER /05  value = c [if you are changing a record] 

/18  value = i   (ISBD)   [use this] 
  
MARC FIELDS 
040 $a original library code 

$b eng 
$d library / division code  
$e rda                          [ add this] 

100      
   
110        

 
100} 
600} 
700} 

Personal name. Addition of $e with relationship designators  
($e author, $e editor, $e illustrator, $e translator, etc.) 

Corporate author. 
 
No more b. (born) or d. (died). Now use full words and hyphens where dates are 
not known. 

e.g.  $d b. 1978 à $d 1978 -  
and  $d d.1987  à $d -1987 
and     $d ca. 1886-1940 à $d approximately 1886-1940 

245 $a Title transcribed as found [so you might see all capitals, or upper and lower 
case mixture; e.g. LOVE CONQUERS ALL; Love Conquers All] 
Also – do not correct any spelling errors; instead add 246 
 
$c this might get longer because now we can add all the contributors from the title 
page [Rule of 3 no longer in use].  
Or we might say $c first author name [and three other authors]. 
 
remove $h [ ] – replaced with the 33x fields, below 

246 $i Title is: $a correct spelling 

250 Spell out the number and word [Third edition] unless it is abbreviated at the 
source [3rd edition, or even 3rd ed.]. 
Rev à revised. Enl. à enlarged. 

If abbreviated in downloaded record, may leave it. 
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264 
(replaces 
260) 

No abbreviations—spell out the place names [abbreviate state/province] 
May see phrases such as $a [place of publication not identified]  
                           or even  $b [publisher not identified] 
Publication date required [core], may be same as copyright date 
          Might have to use $c [date of publication not known]. 
 

264 Useful for distinguishing between Publisher, Distributor, Manufacturer, as it is a 
repeatable field. Useful for video materials. 

300 No abbreviations: spell out the words (pages, illustrations, color) 
Note: if $c ends with cm then there is no period 
          if $c is followed by +$e then add period à $c – cm. +$e 
          if $c is followed by a 490 field, then add a period to cm 
 

336 Content type     $a ___ $b ___ $2 rdacontent         CORE: MUST have this 
 

337 Media type       $a ___ $b ___ $2 rdamedia           Optional 
 

338 Carrier type      $a ___ $b ___ $2 rdacarrier          CORE: MUST have this 
 NOTE: It is not essential to have $b 

 
700 
 
710 

Insert $e contributor 
            ($e author, $e editor, $e illustrator, $e translator, etc.) 
 

 
If print monograph insert: 336  $a text $2rdacontent 

337  $a unmediated $2rdamedia 
338  $a volume $2rdacarrier 

 
If print serial insert:  336  $a text $2rdacontent 

337  $a unmediated  $2rdamedia 
338  $a volume $2rdacarrier 

 
If electronic monograph insert:  

336  $a text $2rdacontent 
337  $a computer $2rdamedia 
338  $a online resource  $2rdacarrier 

 
If electronic serial insert: 336  $a text  $2rdacontent 

337  $a computer  $2rdamedia 
338  $a online resource  $2rdacarrier 

 
================ 

In general –  “Take what you see, accept what you get” 
No abbreviations [except standard ones such as cm or in] 

  No Latin phrases [et al., S.l., S.N.] 
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The above material forms just a glimpse into the detailed world of RDA and could 
certainly be confusing. This list is usually more than a Masonic catalogue would 
need for a lodge or district collection. 
 
BUT, for those who want to explore further: 
 
1] The extensive RDA descriptions are only available online, by subscription, 

at https://www.rdatoolkit.org/. 
 
2]  There is a handy guide available. 
 

 

 
Maxwell’s Handbook for RDA: Explaining and Illustrating RDA: 
Resource Description and Access Using MARC21 
 
The link will take you to the ALA store where the book is listed 
and a description is given of its contents. 
Warning: it gets quite technical. To see what I mean, read the 
Sample that you can download from the page. 

 
 
 
 


